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generation passed, without some such
organization springing into life, Ireland, as Ireland
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we are a little stunned.
Is The Irish
Republic to be what it pledged itself in its Prosof old, would be known no more ; for a race of pectus, to become—or must it trim its sails to catch
slaves would till the land, whose highest duty the popular breath ? The Irish revolutionists of
would be to “ pray for the Queen and all America must answer this, if there are any such
the royal family that they might lead quiet and in our sense of the word. We have been working
and boasting of progression
holy lives.” Fenianism then has saved our nation for years for liberty,
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satisfied slaves to-day, would, to please their foreign propose the test.
The directors and stockholders of this paper
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masters, fold up three thousand years of History in
The reason why clubs receive newspapers at reduced rates is, Manchester calico, blow out the lights, and so con- prefer to talk bold truths to ten thousand than to
that it takes no more time to wrap and address 20 copies for
sign our glory and our shame, our sorrows and our to preach inanity to the million.
one person than one copy.
There are five millions of the Irish race in Amejoys, our blood and our tears, and, greatest of all,
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rica. Are there ten thousand willing to support a
our future hopes, to the tomb of oblivion.
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until within the last year. So far we have been fight- where, will attack her enemies wherever found ?
live up to the regour club friends will bear this in mind, and
the slaves whose freedom would come with our If there are such men Ave want to know it at once.
Send the name of one person for each ing
ular requirements.
success.
Whatever defeats the organization has Not only can ten thousand such men support a Jourare reclub to whom the papers will be sent, and after they
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she has often done before, for our own enslavement. the highest and purest motives they can work out
Where members of clubs remove to other towns, by notifyShe has met us, in the shape of Bishops and Priests, the Independence of Ireland. Ten thousand men
such cases we
ing us we will send them their papers, but in all
their anathemas against us as blood-thirsty of this type can save a nation. And if Ave cannot
rates and single huiding
expect them to pay the difference between club
infidels.
She has met us, in the shapes of plethoric count this number of true revolutionists in five
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Clubs will bear in mind the following rules:
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in the shape of the lowliest slave who delved
the barren earth for a miserable sustenance, and in
a thousand other forms, but never in her scarlet
robes until the last few months. She has also
met us in the shape of a cowardly Irish press that
met

us

had not the manliness to take the side of the enemy
Our people are forever crying out against intolerwho “ dammed us with faint praise”
be seen that openly, but
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will from that moment become hostile to the whole
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enemy. Pulling boldly, regardless of consequences. It assumes that
movement, to be revenged
down the temple to kill his enemy, even though his truth is indestructible and has nothing to fear from
•whole race is crushed in that fall. All these things assault or criticism. It is “the galled jade that
Our hereditary foe has winces.” Therefore it was to be a Journal where
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flinging The Irish Rebublic
teeth, why our Avork has so far been

talk without
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thrown
We are still confident—so hard it is to
our faith in the people—that there are
enough
of men left to raise the banner of Ireland and
Liberty in the face of all opposition.
our

aAvay.
shake

Should the Avorst come, and that avc find out that
paper is printed for the next generation, Avhy
Ave can let men take our places whose cool
philosophy will teach them to tell als much truth as will
suit their purpose, and suppress the remainder.

our

The Irish Republic as far as we are concerned,
will go to our people with truth on its lips and Avill
spare no man, and no party, that are false to Ireland and Liberty. There are a certain miserable
portion of almost every race whose blind enmity
is the highest recommendation of every honest
man.
So far are they sunk in the sloughs of ignorance and slavery that never in their wildest dreams
do true men ever hope of advancing them to the
high ground of independence, or of receiving from
them anything but stupid opposition directed against

Avho would raise them from their degraAn absolute or complete unity of the Irish
race, or of any other race on earth, is a sheer impossibility. Revolutions, and all great whirls of
the world onward, have always been accomplished
by the intelligent, and self-sacrificing minority, who,
like the advance guard of grand armies, heAV the
those

dation.

forests, bridge the rivers, and storm, and die in the

breaches, that the heavy columns
pass

may come on, and
their lifeless bodies to victory.
we say if there is nothing to be said in the

over
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columns of The Irish Republic but what will
please our old grannies, Avhy its establishment was
uncalled for. We have had vehicles enough to
convey compliments and eulogies from the living to
the dead. If our people Avant all our great dead,
from Ollamh Fodla to Daniel O’Connell, trotted
out continually, to sIioav to the world Avhat we were,
Avhy, avc suppose, Ave can be tomb searchers, as
well as others. If, on the other hand, they Avant
“
to see themselves as others see them,” they must
allow the utmost freedom of expression to Editors
and correspondents. The intolerance of readers

How far the enemy has succeeded in subduing, by- honesty, nor virtue, when intolerance allows no
been forced to this excunning and fraud, the spirit which he could never liberal margin. We have
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the many “ lessons of makes a subservient press.
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force,
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worked in the Fenian organization, at home and admonition” we have received since our first
“
from the timid,
Scene at Headquarters, War Department.—Enter Garryabroad, can testify. It is not too much to say that issue. Had those warnings” come
owen.
we would have received them with
a corpse, shrouded and
was
or
the
cautious,
Irish nationality
ready
General Spear.—Garry, can you tell me why the War Deto our grandmother’s, partment is like a pole with a sharp instrument on the end
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for the grave
of it?
theFenian organization called itbacktolife again,and when they warn us against progression. But comGarryowen.—Yes; ’cause there’s a Spear at the head of it.
Exit Garry Owen, double-quick.
breathed the breath of hope into its darkened soul. ing from men whom we regarded in advance of

